Abstract: In today's world, distributed message queues are used in many systems and play different roles (e.g. content delivery, notification system and message delivery tools). It is important for the queue services to be able to deliver messages at large scales with a variety of message sizes with high concurrency. An example of a commercial state of the art distributed message queue is Amazon Simple Queuing Service (SQS). SQS is a distributed message delivery fabric that is highly scalable. It can queue unlimited number of short messages (maximum size: 256 KB) and deliver them to multiple users in parallel. In order to be able to provide such high throughput at large scales, SQS omits some of features that are provided by traditional queues. SQS does not guarantee the order of the messages, nor does it guarantee the exactly once delivery. This paper addresses these limitations through the design and implementation of HDMQ, a hierarchical distributed message queue. HDMQ consist of collection of area message nodes that can be used to store messages up to 512 KB. It utilizes a round robin local load balancer to save the message and scale across the area region accordingly. HDMQ provides replication for high reliability of messages. It also provides SQS-like APIs in order to provide compatibility with current systems that currently use SQS. We performed a detailed performance evaluation and compared HDMQ to the commonly used commercial distributed queues measuring throughput, latency and price per request. We found HDMQ to outperform SQS, Windows Azure Service bus, and IronMQ by up to 2-15x times in throughput, 1.6-39x times in latency, and all this for 13%-80% less costs.
INTRODUCTION
Computing capacity of large-scale system is increasing at an exponential rate and is expected to be on the order of exascale computing by 2019; millions of nodes and billions of threads of execution will be powering these future systems [1] . We argue that message queues are a fundamental building block for future distributed services and applications that aim to operate at these levels of concurrency. These message queues will likely have to be distributed, be asynchronous, support a variety of message sizes, guarantee message delivery, and support a variety of delivery ordering. As these systems grow in size, the number and size of messages will also grow. There is a need for an effective message queue service to provide all the features needed by an application at an effective cost that is architected for tomorrow's scales.
There are many effective ways available to manage these messages. But as we have found out, they all compromise on certain feature of messaging. The main criteria that we considered while designing our system were a. Throughput, b. Latency, c. Cost, d. Message Order, e. Reliability, f. Scalability and g. Single Delivery. We found one or more of these features to be missing from queuing system out there [1] [19] [22] . The most popular message queue system Amazon SQS does not ensure message order and has a significant cost associated with it as the size of the system grow larger [2] . We also looked at Hedwig [3] which is a publish-subscribe system designed to carry large amount of data across the Internet in a guaranteed-delivery fashion from those who produce it (publishers) to those who are interested in it (subscribers) [3] . Hedwig offers a lot of features but on system design analysis we found that all the messages go through a single hub server (zookeeper) that save messages in a region where the order is maintained but messages could be stored in different regions and order is not maintained between regions. Also the hub nodes could limit the scalability of the system.
Based on the study of the available systems as discussed above, we designed HDMQ (Hierarchical Distributed message Queue Service) a highly scalable and reliable message queue service. The main goals of HDMQ are to provide high throughput, low latency, message order, high reliability and high scalability. Our inspirations were primarily Hedwig and SQS. We designed this system that stores messages in storage nodes that are structured in an area style organization where each node is a part of a hierarchal region where the queue address would allow the front end nodes to direct the message to respective regions in hop where the lowest region level would maintain message order consistency for read and write operations. Our goal is to make this system highly scalable and provide all the features discussed earlier.
The main contributions of this work are: 1. Design and implement a highly scalable distributed queue service using hierarchical architecture that supports exactly once delivery, message order, large message size, and message resilience. 2. Outperform SQS by 10-20 % in throughput and 2X in latency, with 50% less cost, all while providing a richer set of features.
Performance evaluation comparing HDMQ with
Amazon SQS, Windows Azure Service Bus and IronMQ. The remaining sections of this paper are as follows. Section II discusses about the design and implementation details of HDMQ as well as operations in HDMQ. Section III evaluates the performance of the HDMQ in different aspects using different metrics. Section IV studies the related work in the area of distributed queuing systems. Section V discusses conclusion, limitations of the current work, and ideas for future work.
II.
DESIGNS AND IMPLEMENTATION OF HDMQ We believe that by creating relationship between storage nodes and message queue we can provide features such as message order while still maintaining throughput and latency. In our design we have organized the storage nodes in an "Area" style hierarchy, where each node is part of hierarchal region. The main value of our design lies in the fact that we are able to achieve message localization of message storage for a queue within a sub region implementing "Area" style approach, which allows us to maintain message order and high throughput.
A. Architecture Overview
In the figure we see 5 front-end nodes, 1 region containing 100 storage nodes, 10 sub-regions each containing 10 storage node and 1 router node. It also has 1 Queue id/Manager node. We organized our system in three components:
1)
Storage Nodes All the storage in two hierarchical regions, where a sub region consists of O (10) nodes and a router node, the main region consists of multiple sub regions. All the regions together make up the storage node system. The router node behaves like a real physical router with some intelligence to distribute the request according to request type either put or get message. This will ensure the order of the message ingoing and outgoing from the router.
2) Front End Nodes These are the nodes that clients interact with and make request to. Each front-end node maintains a local hash-table that contains information about each queue location. Local hash table also receives updates for change in "sub-region" for queue ID. They always have the list of codes used by queue. Currently we are using 10:1 ratio for number of storage nodes vs. front-end nodes. We use load balancer for the front-end node to balance the load between the front-end nodes. The front-end node has a multithreaded connection with the router node inside the sub-regions to add and retrieve messages.
3) Queue ID Manager Node We use one queue ID node in the system that determines the storage region for new queues and generate area (queue ID) for the new nodes. This node also stores information about the already existing queue like area location. The queue id node is accessed at the time when a new queue is created. It is also accessed at the time when the nodes start adding the message or at the time when nodes start retrieving messages.
4) Area It defines the address for a set of nodes that are part of a sub region. For example assume we have 1,000 total storage nodes and x number of front-end nodes. This system will break down the nodes in regions and sub regions down to where each of lowest hierarchy region contains O (10) nodes. In this case we can divide 1,000 nodes in 10 regions of 100 nodes (1 to 10), then each 100 node in each region will be set of 10 nodes. So we have 10 sub-regions per region. For example node 228 will have queue code -2, 2, 8. If replication is on, each regions is divided into two parts, the upper half of the region is used to store the messages, the lower half is use to replicate the upper half. If replication is off, each region provides all 10 sub-regions to store the message.
B. Operation Overview 1)
Write Operation For insert operation the front-end node will use the queue-id to determine the region and sub-region and route the messages to the given sub-region where the router for the sub-region will determine which node will be next for insert. This router will follow round robin insert strategy until all the 10 nodes in the sub-region are full in which case incoming insert message will be routed to next available sub-regions (to sub-region 9 in above example). Front-end nodes will also maintain a hash table and when the write operation overflows to next available sub-regions they will also be updated (In above example to 2,2,9 but the queue ID will remain the same and will act as the key in the front end node).
2) Read Operation For read operation, front-end nodes use the queue-id to determine the region and sub-region where messages are stored for that queue, then they initiate read request to the router for that region to read messages. The messages are read again by the router using a round robin strategy hence maintaining the message order among different storage nodes, each storage node also follows round robin strategy to read messages hence maintaining overall message order. If the sub-region get empty, front-end nodes will figure out whether the queue still have messages in other sub-region or not, if it has the messages then front-end nodes will reroute the read requests to another sub-region otherwise it will say empty queue.
3) Queue ID Operation We will also have a queue ID manager node that will maintain the list of queue ID and generates new ID based on system load and assign initial area. We node will be low stress node and we only n to manage the system. 4) Replication Synchronous Replication is provid reliability. It can be configurable by the u wants replication or not for the reliability Every message store on the original node the replication node. As of right now th replica of the message. The ways the configured inside the region are base replication is on/off.
5)
Node Failure/ sub-region failure While read or write operation, if any router will provide the exact details about th particular node to the front end node, and node can access the replication node if avai messages. If the sub-region fails then the ro longer talk with the front-end node, and front-end node can directly move to the re available to fetch the messages.
6)
Concurrent Read/Write Since the read request and the write req separately, for e.g. a read request and a wr same time will work like this, A write requ router node and ask for the location from storing of messages. At the same time the also ask the router node from which node th start from. If there is no message in the syst will return null. This is how concurren maintained.
C. Refinements 1)
Exactly once Delivery Only single copy of message is save mean that we don't store multiple copies store multiple copies of message for high retrieve the other message when there is fa There is no chance of getting two get reque message. When a HTTP message reque message is sent through HTTP response an deleted at the same time. Since the read o done on the atomic base, once the mess message will be deleted from both the stora replica node. This is all done on atomic ba time a copy of message is locked in the fron the message is successfully delivered to the if router didn't get the message from the will get it from replica node. Compared t our system offers exactly one delivery exactly one delivery functionality in Ama DynamoDB as used in CloudKon, the per Amazon SQS decreases by 30% [8] . W service bus provides At Least Once Proce failure. IronMQ provides exactly once deliv 2) Ordering of Message When the message comes in, the router inside the nodes that are in the section believe that this need 1 ~ 3 nodes ded for higher user whether one of the message. is also copied in here is only one sub-regions are ed on whether node fails, then he location of the d then front end ilable to fetch the uter node will no by this way the eplication node if quest are handled rite request at the uest will go to the m where to start read request will he reading should tem, read request nt read/write is ed. This doesn't of message. We h reliability, but failure of a node. ests for the same est comes in, a nd the message is of the message is sage is read, the age node and the ase. At the same nt-end node until e client. In a case storage node, it to Amazon SQS, [2] . If we have azon SQS using rformance of the Windows Azure essing in case of very.
r put the message n in round-robin fashion. So when there is a get req retrieving of message from the firs doesn't have the message, then it When the message is fetch from th about where to get the next messag By default when the first message i always fetched from the first node the incoming of message is so mu high load and if the sub-region nod then the next incoming message w sub-region of the area. This is don the sub-region is full of messages, t to the next available sub-region (II) performed where all the front end paused for a small amount of time t to Amazon SQS, our system offers providing exactly once message del 3) Large Message Size Our system support a larger me our design all depends upon the typ and the number of nodes you keep depend upon the number of front-e of section. Compared to Amazon double message size [2] . overhead of the SQS. In a real system, if 1 m an average 5 sec to execute, then this m message * 5 + SQS overhead for processi will give you the exact overhead of th utilizing the SQS. If we take the average o messages for all the granularities, we fo average 23.73% of total messages are fo repeated messages, which is a big overhea This is just for the 1 st million messages. A of repeated message we still will be hav messages. So if we want to stop these re from SQS, we can use DyanmoDB for han delivery of message but it will probab performance of the whole system by 30 CloudKon [8] .
4) Mirrored Sub-Region Beha
We also evaluated Amazon SQS, HDM Windows Azure service bus by adding and messages using 20 clients and with gran 512KB. Note that some system does not su message sizes tested. The next several f performance (measured in latency) comp running 1M message operations (adding+re HDMQ, Windows Azure Service Bus, and I Figure 3 Amazon SQS System Laten Figure 3 is a CDF graph for Amazon SQ Amazon SQS system using 20 clients runni and granularity from 1KB -256 KB submitting 1 million messages. We observ message starts with 12ms minimum laten 20ms at 50%. But what is interesting is increases very fast after the 16KB message see that 16KB starts with 18ms, 32KB w with 40ms, 128KB with 68ms and 256KB w Figure 4 is a CDF graph for HDMQ HDMQ system on Amazon cloud using 20 on m2.4xlarge and granularity from 1KB -size, submitting 1M messages. We had 10 which were running on Amazon EC2 m1 We used the elastic load balancer to b between the front-end nodes. We used th extra large instances, 10 for the storage no 10 for backup storage nodes, which act as actual storage node for replication. We also used one m3.xlarge balancer. The above graph shown is without replication. From the resu system has very less latency as com For e.g. for 1KB our system has compared to 12ms of Amazon SQS the latency of our system as compa 16KB, 32KB, 64KB, 128 KB, and respective latency for SQS. We system latency for 512KB messag starting and goes up to 521ms at the latency for 256KB message size sta up to 1019ms at the end of the run. less latency and still provides doubl Figure 5 is a CDF graph for W Bus. We evaluated Windows Azu using 20 clients running on medi Windows azure virtual machine and 256 KB message size, submittin observed that the 1KB latency start 239ms at 50%, which is like mu HDMQ at 50% for 1KB. We also o 0 M3 double extra large m Latency instance for local load s the result for the system ult we observed that our mpared to Amazon SQS.
latency as low as 2ms S. We also observed that ared to Amazon SQS for 256 KB is less than their also observed that our ge size is like 14ms at e end of the run. But SQS arts from 114ms and goes HDMQ has significantly le the message size.
Bus System Latency Windows Azure Service ure Service Bus system ium (A2) instance from d granularity from 1KB -ng 1 M messages. We s from 46ms and reaches uch more than 13ms for observed that the latency for 256KB starts from 48ms and goes to which is likely much more than 93ms for H 256KB. We also observed that the latency than the other message sizes. 64 KB is t message size. We noticed that sending 64 K system adds overhead (e.g. base64 en messages. Therefore a message with 64 K not fit in one single packet and will be d messages. Therefore the latency of the un will be almost double of the latency of other Figure 6 is a CDF graph for IronMQ
We evaluated IronMQ system using 20 on Amazon. IronMQ was configured to instances so it's better to put the clients tested messages with size from 1KB-64K that 1KB latency starts from 253ms and rea 50%, which is like much more than 13m 50% for 1KB. We also observed that the lat for 64KB starts from 342ms and reaches to which is like much more than 35ms for What we observed was the overall laten much more than HDMQ, Amazon SQS and Service Bus. 243ms at 50%, DMQ at 50% for of 64KB is more the limit for the KB messages, the ncoding) to the KB data size will divided into two nderlying process r message sizes.
Q. 0 clients running run on Amazon on amazon. We KB. We observed aches to 476ms at ms for HDMQ at tency for IronMQ o 790ms at 50%, HDMQ at 50%. IronMQ with 64 KB me Figure 9 shows the CDF compa 64KB message size. HDMQ is mu very low latency then other systems After comparing HDMQ with Service Bus and IronMQ we foun well at latency. We are also ensu message, we are also ensuring orde also not getting repeated message SQS. We also observed that if we c execute this entire set of message, 23 Figure 10 shows the comparison of ave adding messages for HDMQ, SQS, Window Bus and IronMQ. The average latency messages in HDMQ is less than SQS othe 2KB message size. We can also observe latency for Windows Azure Service Bus much more than HDMQ and SQS. We al adding 256KB message size is like 70ms fo 129ms for SQS and 132ms for Windows Az which is almost double of HDMQ. Figure 11 shows the compariso retrieving messages for HDMQ, Service Bus and IronMQ. After com for retrieving messages, we found for the retrieving messages is so lo rather than SQS two operations th IronMQ two operations retrieve a Azure Service bus has two ReceiveandDelete. We also observed that HDMQ 39ms as compared to 52ms for SQ Azure Service Bus. If we compare HDMQ get 7ms while SQS gets Azure Service bus 212ms and Iro average latency for retrieving the m average is 30% less than the latency Figure 12 shows the compari throughput for HDMQ, SQS, Wind and IronMQ. The message-adding system is less than the message-ad for 1KB; 2KB because our local based load balancer. If we implem balancer, HDMQ would be much m Overall HDMQ is faster than Wind and IronMQ. They don't event com well as Amazon SQS. Figure 13 shows Figure 14 shows the throughput of increasing number of nodes. The thro calculated by summation of adding throughput of particular system. This carried with considering the message size client was single node on which multi threads were running. This experiment was the upper limit of the threads that can comm system. Figure 15 shows the message our observation, we pay more than KB, but SQS cost will remain con up to 64 KB, but after that the cost of message size. We observed tha constant for any message size from for Windows Azure Service Bus 64KB and then increases for 128KB for this is each message size is div those numbers of request is taken. Bus also has a parameter called rel the cost. Our system cost more be on top of Amazon EC2 instances more. But if we have our own har cost less than SQS. On the other sid based messaging service our cost compare to SQS, because then knowledge of the incoming mes optimize the cost by having the low from Amazon. We can further redu private cloud. [7] . Most of these services are built and inspired from Amazon SQS.
Active MQ is an open source message broker written in JAVA that was built for enterprise level application to provide enterprise features with full support JMS client [11] [6] . Active MQ is a message-oriented library, which uses its own communication protocol, to ensure speed and reliability between distributed processes. It is optimized to avoid overhead with a P2P or server client model for pushing message to the receiver [6] . They do communication between servers by simple message communication. With each node launch, node launches the server to listen to any incoming messages and handle them [13] . Active MQ is highly configurable but it's slow and has issue of lost/duplicate message. There are three kind of scaling available in Active MQ like default transport, horizontal scaling and partitioning [12] . Active MQ performance and scalability mostly depends upon the topology used to configure it. As per the SPECjms2007, the result shows that horizontal configuration is performing very lower than the vertical configuration [14] [15] . It was designed to support multiple languages using multiple protocols like AMQP, Stomp and OpenWire [12] . Active MQ can locked up or freeze for issues like JVM memory, broker memory, prefetching limit, producer flow control, and message cursors.
There have been many distributed queue service implementations proposed over the years. We discuss Amazon SQS in this section due to its wide use in commercial application. Amazon SQS is message delivery service, which is highly reliable, scalable, simple, secure and distributed over multiple data centers [2] . It delivers and guarantees extremely high availability. It can deliver unlimited number of messages at any time. The size of the message cannot be more than 256 KB. And it ensures at least 1 delivery of the message. This tells us that every operation you do with the message is assumed as idempotent. It retains message up to 14 days. It also provides batching of messages up to 10 messages or 256 KB in total whichever is higher is applicable [2] . When a message is received, it becomes locked while being processed. This keeps other computer from processing the message simultaneously. If the message processing fails, the lock will expire and the message will be available again. In the case where the application needs more time for processing the lock timeout can be changed dynamically via the change message visibility operation. But Amazon SQS comes with a price tag of $0.50 for every 1M requests. It's not high price but it certainly isn't free either. It doesn't deliver message ordering as well as it doesn't ensure single delivery [2] .
Hedwig on the other side is a publish-subscribe system designed to carry large amounts of data from those who produce it (publishers) to those who are interested in it (subscribers) with the goal to give guaranteed delivery, topic based publisher and subscriber, incremental scalability and high availability [3] . In Hedwig, clients publish messages associated with a topic, and they subscribe to a topic to receive all messages published with that topic. Clients are associated with (publish to and subscribe from) a Hedwig instance (also referred to as a region), which consists of a number of servers called hubs. The hubs partition up topic ownership among themselves, and all publishes and subscribes to a topic must be done to its owning hub [9] . When a client doesn't know the owning hub, it tries a default hub, which may redirect the client. Running a Hedwig instance requires a zookeeper server and at least three bookkeeper servers. Because all messages on a topic go through a single hub per region, all messages within a region are ordered. Providing global ordering is prohibitively expensive in the wide area. Hedwig client such as PNUTS, lack of global ordering is not a problem, as PNUTS serializes all updates to table row at a single designated master for that row. There is no ordering between different topics, as topics are independent. Version vectors are associated with each topic and serve as the identifiers for each message. Vectors consist of one component per region. A component value is the region's local sequence number on the topic, and is incremented each time a hub persists a message (published either locally or remotely) to bookkeeper [9] . They still need to implement more on how version vectors are to be used, and on maintaining vector-maxes [9] .
Couch-RQS is an open source queue system built on top of Couch DB, a robust, fast and easy to use documentoriented database providing guaranteed message delivery [16] . Couch-RQS was inspired from Amazon SQS [2] . It provides FIFO, provides exactly once delivery [7] . It comes with the price tag of $0. It is ready to use service. It supports very large message payload size up to 4GB limited by available ram on the server [7] . The problem with this library is that it is a primitive application and doesn't have significant components. It uses database to store its information and that's not going to give us better performance. It might be faster than any SQL or NO-SQL database but that's not useful in commercial area where we deal with distributed environment. As their limitation is that Couch-RQS cannot run safely in a distributed/replicated environment and cannot scale high, cannot provide high availability [7] . Couch-RQS solves all the limitations Amazon SQS provides but at the expense of requiring that you maintain Couch instance and that it only supports a single access-point (single master Couch DB instance), which limits the potential availability [17] .
Apache Kafka is a high throughput distributed messaging system. It is publish subscribe messaging rethought as distributed commit log. It is very fast as a single Kafka broker can handle hundreds of megabytes of reads and writes per second from thousands of clients [5] . It is also highly scalable as it is designed to allow single cluster to serve as the central backbone for large organization. It takes message from producers and feeds them to consumers. It provides strong ordering of messages. It also provides three different kinds of delivery guarantees that are at most once, at least once and exactly once. Each Kafka fiber maintains a partitioned log, Kafka cluster retains all messages whether they have been published or not. Each partition can only handle one client in the group. So there cannot be more clients than the available number of partition. It relies heavily on the file system for storing cache messages. It is built on top of JVM [5] . Kafka nodes perform load balancing. It uses asynchronous messages sending. It uses traditional push pull model for messaging where data is pushed to the broker from the producer and pulled from the broker by the consumer. Kafka replicates its log information for each topic across a configurable number of servers to recover from failures. It performs cleaner log aggregation as it abstracts away the details of files and gives a cleaner abstraction of log or event as stream of messages. It is platform independent as it runs on JVM. The bottleneck of this system is not cpu or disk but network bandwidth particularly in the case of data pipeline that needs to send over data centers that is distributed over wide area network. It supports batch compression of messages [5] . The problem is Kafka only provides a total order over messages within a partition. So if we have thousands of clients we need thousands of partition. This leads to so many number of resources utilized.
Rabbit MQ is an open platform robust messaging system for applications, which runs on all operating systems and supports a large number of client developer platforms [4] . It allows application to connect and scale using asynchronous messaging. It allows options to do tradeoff between performance, reliability, including persistence, delivery acknowledgements, publisher confirms and high availability [10] . It offers flexible routing, user can setup simple routing or use bind exchanges or even use custom exchange type for routing [4] . It also provides clustering, which helps RabbitMQ servers on a local network clustered together. It offers 'Mirroring' where queues can be mirrored across several machines ensuring that in the event of hardware failure, messages are safe. It offers management UI to monitor and control every aspect of message broker. It offers client in a variety of languages (C#, Java, clojure, erlang, Perl, python, ruby, PHP). It can report memory usage information for connections, queues, plugins and other processes in memory [4] . It can detect memory usage and can raise the memory alarm and block all connections until the memory alarm is cleared, and normal services are resumed. It ships in the ready to use state, and can be customized in environment variables, configuration file, runtime parameters and policies [4] .
Windows azure service bus is a messaging service from Microsoft that provides messaging channel for connecting cloud applications to the on-premises applications, service and systems providing 99.9% monthly SLA [18] . It exchanges messages in a loosely coupled way for improved scale and resiliency. Service Bus offers simple first in first out guaranteed message delivery and supports a range of standard protocols like REST, AMQP, WS* and APIs to put/pull messages on/off the queue. Service Bus Topics deliver messages to multiple subscriptions and easily fan out messages delivery at scale to downstream systems. Service Bus Relay allows on premise web services to project public endpoints. Queues offer First In, First Out (FIFO) message delivery to one or more competing consumers but FIFO behavior isn't guaranteed [22] . Messages can be received in any order [22] . Messages sent to the queue are in plain text or binary format, but are always received in Base64 encoded format [18] . A queue can contain an unlimited number of messages, each of which can be up to 256KB in size, with a maximum header size of 64KB [22] . Messages are stored only for seven days, after seven days, the messages are garbage-collected [22] . Receiving of messages can be work out in two different modes: ReceiveAndDelete and PeekLock. For handling application crashes, it provides At Least Once Processing of messages that is it will redeliver the message again in case of failure. Service Bus provides both "relayed" and "brokered" messaging capabilities. In the relayed messaging pattern, the relay service supports direct one-way messaging, request/response messaging, and peer-to-peer messaging [18] . Brokered messaging provides durable, asynchronous messaging components such as Queues, Topics, and Subscriptions, with features that support publish-subscribe and temporal decoupling: senders and receivers do not have to be online at the same time; the messaging infrastructure reliably stores messages until the receiving party is ready to receive them. It comes with a price tag of $0.01 for every 10,000 messages. Messages exceeding 64KB in size will result in an additional message being charged for every 64KB in message [21] . They also have relay hours, which cost $0.10 for every 100 relay hours and $0.01 for every 10,000 messages. Relay hours start when the first listener connects to a given relay address and end when the last listener disconnects from the address and are rounded up to the next clock hour. The problem with this queuing service is that the queue size cannot be greater than 5GB [22] .
IronMQ is a reliable message queue service that lets you connect systems and build distributed apps that scale effortlessly and eliminate any single point of failure [19] . It is easy to use highly available message queuing service that is built for distributed cloud application with critical messaging needs. It provides on-demand message queues with HTTPS transport, one-time FIFO delivery, message persistence, real time monitoring and cloud-optimized performance. It runs on cloud infrastructures like Amazon and Rackspace, uses multiple data centers for highavailability [20] . It uses reliable data stores for message durability and persistence. It is interoperable/No lock-in that provides maximum flexibility. It is highly scalable and has high performance. It also provides secure gateway using https and SSL. OAuth2 provides flexibility, scalability and security. It provides large set of libraries for different languages. It provides message size up to 64KB. It is billed by message request [19] [20] . The price per message request varies from $0.00000096 to 0.00000816 as per the monthly plan.
V.
CONCLUSIONS
From the above work we conclude that, the HDMQ adding and retrieving latency is lower than the SQS, Windows Azure Service Bus and IronMQ latency. We also observed that throughput for adding in HDMQ is little lower than the SQS system for 1KB and 2KB but if we implement the router level load balancer then the throughput would be much higher than SQS. HDMQ is also faster than Windows Azure Service Bus and IronMQ in message adding throughput. We also observed that the average receiving throughput of HDMQ is significantly higher than the average throughput of Amazon SQS, Windows Azure Service Bus and IronMQ. If we combine the average throughput of adding and receiving, HDMQ would be faster than Amazon SQS, Windows Azure Service Bus and IronMQ. We also observed that the throughput of HDMQ with increasing number of nodes is also higher than the Amazon SQS, Windows Azure Service Bus and IronMQ. We also conclude that the cost for implementing the system right now is little higher for message size greater than 64 KB as we are implementing the system on top of Amazon Web Services using EC2 instance, but if we have message aware queue and/or our own private cloud, we can reduce that price by a great amount. By this way we offer the cheapest distributed queue service, still offering lower latency and high throughput at the same time single delivery of each message still providing ordering of messages with high message size and providing replication for higher availability of messages. The only trade-off we observed was the limit of the network traffic both incoming and outgoing traffic that can be handled by router node.
As future work, we will be implementing our own load balancer in future so that our framework is completely independent from Amazon Web Services. We plan on extending a distributed NoSQL key/value store ZHT [23] to implement distributed message queues. We believe distributed message queues can be used to design future decentralized scheduling systems such as MATRIX [24, 25] , which are very much at the heart of the realization of scalable support for a wide range of applications from Many-Task Computing [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] .
